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Some effects of the surface lattice, produced by adsorbed particles, on auto- and photo-electron 
emission which cannot be ascribed simply to a change of the work function are considered. Ef
fects due to the potential created by the adsorbed particles not being one-dimensional are manifest 
already in the first harmonic of the Fourier expansion of the corresponding solution; at low ener
gies, precisely this harmonic yields the major contribution. A number of experimental facts can 
successfully be described by means of these expressions and by employing only independent micro
scopic characteristics of the adsorbed particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE effect of adsorption and the ensuing phenomena 
on the laws governing electron emission from metal 
surfaces have recently attracted considerable atten
tion[1-7]. In the earlier studies, the influence of adsorp
tion was taken into account simply by introducing an 
additional dipole jump, Le., by replacing in the corre
sponding formulas the work function of the pure metal 
by the work function of a surface with the produced 
structure[8]. Recent experimental[2,S) and theoreti-
cal [1,5,8] researches have shown that adsorption can 
alter significantly the form of the functional depend
ence of the corresponding electron-emission currents 
I and the energy distributions of the emitted electrons 
P on the external fields. It is natural to connect quali
tative changes of this kind with effects of direct elastic 
and inelastic interaction of the emitted electrons with 
the adsorbed particles [9,lO] and with the change in the 
character of the collective interaction as a result of 
the adsorption[1l,12]. At the same time, even under 
conditions when the processes of inelastic and incoher
ent scattering directly on the metal boundary are 
negligible (for example, at electron energies close to 
threshold), the presence of adsorbed particles can lead 
to a sharp change in the laws governing the photoelec
tronic emission, particularly electron field emission. 

In the case of field emission, the effects due to ad
sorption and not reducible to a simple change in the 
work function were first discussed qualitatively by 
Dobretsov[1S]. Attempts at a quantitative treatment 
within the framework of a very simple model were 
first made by Duke and AlferieffP ]. A similar one
dimensional picture was used somewhat later to de
scribe field emission from metals coated by one or 
several layers of inert gaS[4], and also to calculate the 
oscillations of the photoemission current[5]. The metal 
is described in the cited papers in the form of s Som
merfeld model of a "box," occupying a half-space 
z < 0, and the action of the adsorbed atoms in the 
region z > 0 on the emitted electron is described with 
the aid of additional one-dimensional potentials in the 
form of a deep and narrow potential well, a /i-function, 
or their superpositions. The energy distribution of the 
electrons emitted under field-emission conditions, 
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calculated in such models, can have sharp maxima, 
owing to resonant tunneling effects. The energies cor
responding to these maxima are close to the energies 
of the bound states in an attraction potential that stimu
lates the influence of the adsorbed atoms. 

The indicated theoretical concepts have made it 
possible to describe the experimentally established 
main qualitative effects[2]. This circumstance has 
stimulated further research, and it was even proposed 
to use field emission under adsorption conditions as a 
method for investigating the energy spectrum of the 
adsorbed particles (surface spectroscopylS,8]). At the 
same time, attempts to go beyond the framework of the 
one-dimensional model [1,8,14,15] cannot be regarded as 
satisfactory. In particular, it was proposed[1,15] to take 
into account the presence of an occupied part of the 
surface in purely classical fashion, by simply repre
senting the total current in the form of a sum of cur
rents from the "unoccupied" and "occupied" parts of 
the surface. Nor were the following questions answered: 
first, how to take the limit on going from the case when 
indi vidual adsorbed particles are present on the sur
face to the case of a relatively dense adsorption layer, 
when the one-dimensional description may turn out to 
be correct. Second, how the phenomenologically intro
duced one-dimensional potential is connected with the 
independently measurable individual characteristics of 
the adsorbed particles, the degree of filling of the sur
face, the geometry of the adsorption lattice, etc. The 
last question is closely related with the problem of the 
control of the properties of metallic emitters by de
position of adsorption layers. These questions are con
sidered in the present article using a previously de
veloped[18,17] generalization of the threshold descrip
tion of emission. The results obtained in this case are 
only weakly connected with model representations con
cerning the structure of the metal. 

As shown by calculation, the deviations from one
dimensionality become manifest already in the first 
harmonic of the Fourier expansion of the correspond
ing solution. This harmonic makes the main contribu
tion at low energies and can be observed before the 
interference phenomena on the periodic structure be
come noticeable. The expressions obtained in this 
paper for the emission currents have made it possible 
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to describe successfully the experimental data, using 
only independent microscopic characteristics of the 
adsorbed particles. 

2. INITIAL RELATIONS 

We assume that adsorption on the metal surface has 
produced a structure that can be represented approxi
mately as a regular two-dimensional lattice. The co
ordinates of the lattice points are then expressed in 
the form rl = 1 + d. Here 1 = llnl + bm, where 11 and 
h are the basis vectors of the two-dimensional lattice, 
nand m are integers, and d = {o, 0, d} is a vector 
normal to the metal surface, which is by assumption 
the plane z = O. The three-dimensional potential 
Va ( r), which takes account of the effective interaction 
of the electrons with the adsorbed particles in this 
model, is given by 

V.(r)= .EU.(r-r,), 
, 

where Ua corresponds to interaction with an individual 
adsorbed particle. 

The main theoretical problem in the description of 
electron emission is the calculation of the emission 
current I and (or) the energy distribution P of the 
emitted electrons. These quantities can be obtained by 
summing the quantum-mechanical current j over the 
corresponding initial states [16,17]. Under quasista
tionary conditions, the quantum-mechanical current j 
is made up of the wave functions (orbitals) of the final 
state lj!f, which describe the electrons produced out
side the metal (more accurately, outside the region of 
the electron source) after the external action is applied. 
In the case of photoemission, such an external action is 
the electric field of the electromagnetic wave, and in 
the case of field emission it is an external field of 
constant intensity F. 

If each initial state characterized by definite energy 
Ei and a two-dimensional vector PII of the quasimo
mentum projection on the (x, y) plane (we assume for 
simplicity that the quantum numbers of the initial state 
reduce to Ei and PII) is set in correspondence with a 
definite final-state function lj!f, then outside the metal 
lj!f satisfies the Schrodinger equation 

Z >0, (1) 

where m is the electron mass and Ef is the final
state energy and is uniquely connected with Ei. For 
example, in the single-photon photo effect, in the field 
of a monochromatic wave with frequency w we have 
Ef = Ei + hw, and in the case of field emission we have 
Ef = Ei. 

The potential V( r) in (1) depends, generally speak
ing, on all three coordinates r ={x, y, z}. In accord
ance with the physical formulation of the problem, as 
z - 00 the function lj!f is a superposition of wave 
traveling out of the metal. The boundary conditions at 
z = 0 call for some additional discussion. When devia
tions from one-dimensional behavior, due to the ad
sorption lattice, are considered, it is necessary to 
take into account in general also the fact that the 
metallic surface itself is not one-dimensional. If, how
ever, the periods of the crystal lattice of the metal 

are smaller than the distance La between the nearest 
adsorbed particles (La ~ 1111 ~ 112 1), and if at the 
same time the interaction of these particles with the 
emitted electrons is sufficiently strong, then the ad
sorbed lattice will make the decisive contribution to 
the effects connected with deviation from the one
dimensional behavior. 

Under the indicated conditions, the metal can be 
described without appreciable error in the model of the 
one-dimensional potential. Accordingly, the boundary 
condition on lj!f at z = 0 can be written in the threshold 
energy interval in the form [ 17] 

(2) 

where A is a constant independent of Ef or PII and is 
determined by the properties of the metal. The inde-. 
pendence of the constant A of the characteristics of 
the final state of the emitted electrons is due to the 
fact that the considered energy interval, in which the 
final energies of the electrons are contained, turns out 
to be much smaller than the characteristic energy 
parameters in the metal, which are of the order of the 
kinetic energy Ef, of the electrons on the Fermi sur
face [171. If d exceeds the period of the crystal lattice 
of the metal, then the use of the boundary condition (2) 
can be valid also without the model assumption made 
above concerning the structure of the metal. 

Taking the foregoing into account, we represent the 
potential V( r) in (1) in the form of a sum 

VCr) = V(z) + V.(r) = V(z) + .E U.(r - ',), (3) 
I 

where the summation is over all the lattice pOints. In 
this case we can assume, even several interatomic 
distances away from the surface, that V(r) = V(z), 
where V( z) coincides with the one-dimensional poten
tial is usually considered in the theory of electron emis
sion. For example, in the case of photoemission from 
a metal into a vacuum we have V(z) = -e"/4z (the 
image-force potential), and in the case of field emis
sion V( z) = -eFz, where F is the intensity of the con 
stant external field, the energy being reckoned here 
and henceforth relative to the energy of the electron at 
rest outside the metal in the absence of external fields. 

Introducing now the vectors g of a lattice that is 
reciprocal to the adsorption lattice (gi 'li = Oij; i, 
j = 1, 2) and using the translational invariance of Va 
following a displacement 1, we obtain 

"'1= .ECJg(z)exP{i(ku+2/tg)rl, (4) 

where Cg are certain constant and kll = PII/Ii is a two
dimensional wave vector, which can be regarded as 
conserved by virtue of the assumed translational in
variance and equal to the corresponding vector of the 
electrons in the metal. 

The functions fg(z) in (4) satisfy the system of 
coupled equations obtained by substituting (4) in (2), 
and go over asymptotically as z - 00 into solutions of 
the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation which move 
away from the metal or are damped at infinity: 

f'''+(k .. _2m~(z»)f.=0. (5) 

Here kg"" k2 - (kll + 21Tg)2 and k2 "" 2mEf/li2. By us-
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ing (4) to construct a current j averaged in the plane 
(x, y), we get 

where j [fg ] denotes the usual quantum-mechanical 
current constructed from the function fg. 

(6) 

If the final energy of the emitted electrons is not too 
large, then it is sufficient to retain in the sum (6) a 
single term corresponding to g = O. Indeed, in the case 
of photoemission, when the condition Ef < (21Tti)2/2mZi 
is satisfied, the contribution made to the emission cur
rent by terms with g;o! 0 is exactly equal to zero, since, 
as follows from (5), in this case fg(z) -0 as z _00. 
In the case of field emission, as can be readily seen 
from estimates perfectly similar to those made in[18], 
this contribution is exponentially small relative to the 
contribut~on of the term containing Co. The smallness 
parameter in this case is the expression 

exp{ __ 1i (~) z (~) "'} 
2eF I. 2m ' 

where w is the work function. In similar cases, to 
which we shall henceforth confine ourselves, the prob
lem of finding j reduces effectively to calculating the 
single quantity Co. We emphasize at the same time that 
Co is a functional of Va(r) and its calculation calls for 
the solution of the non-one-dimensional problem. 

To describe the interaction of the electrons with the 
adsorbed particles, we shall use the method of small
radius potentials[l9-22]. It is applicable because the 
de Broglie length of the emitted electrons exceeds in 
the considered energy interval the dimensions f1l of the 
region of the effective interaction Ua of the electrons 
with the individual adsorbed particles: tIl- 1 . 

> ti-1( 2m i Ef i )1/2. It should be borne in mind here that 
even for rather complicated particles, for example 
molecules, the region of the strongest interaction with 
the electron is usually localized and its dimensions are 
much smaller than the geometrical dimensions of the 
particle 1) . 

In the small-radius potential method, the action of 
the potential 

v. = 1:, U.(r - r,) 
, 

is taken into account with the aid of an effective bound
ary condition imposed on the function l/Jf as r - r 1 for 
all r1: 

1jJ/(r)-const(-1 ~ I -~) I. (7) 
·r rl a Jr-rll_O 

The quantity a, called the scattering length and meas
urable independently, characterizes the action exerted 
on the electron by an individual adsorbed particle. In 
our problem, a can be treated as an empirical 
characteristic of the adsorbed particles. We empha
size that the approach based on the use of the scatter
ing-length concept is actually more general in the low
energy limit than the potential model, since the scat-

l)If charged particles are present on the surface, it is possible to 
describe within the framework of the considered approximation, as 
before, a number of qualitative laws which, as will be shown later on, 
are quite general in character. 

tering length can be introduced in cases when the po
tential description is impossible. 

3. DERIVATION OF GENERAL FORMULA FOR THE 
EMISSION CURRENT 

Within the framework of our approximations, the 
problem reduces to a solution of Eq. (1) with potential 
(3), where, in accordance with the model of the zero
radius potential, the action of the potentials Ua is re
placed by the boundary condition (7). The solution l/J of 
the Schr·odinger equation with potential Va, satisfying 
the Bloch condition 

'" (k, ku, r) = exp (ikul)1jJ (k, kll' r-I) (8) 

and behaving like i r - rd-1 as I r - r1i - 0, takes the 
form 

1jJ(k, kll' r)= 1:, Ir~r.l explikul+iklr-r,J}. (!9) 

" 
Expanding (9) in a Fourier series in g, we obtain 

~ 2ni 
ljJ(k,ku,r)= .l....lk.S exp[ik.lz-dl +t(kll +2ng)rlll, 

• 
where S is the area of the unit cell of the adsorbed
particle lattice. 

To calculate the function l/Jf(r), we break up the 

(10) 

re gion 0 < z < 00 into three parts: 0 < z < d - €, d - € 

< Z < d + € and z > d + ~, our subsequent intention 
being to take the limit as ~ - O. In the region d - ~ 

< z < d + ~ we put V(z) = const = Yd. Finally, we in
troduce for Eq. (5) two linearly-independent solutions 
cpk1) and cplt that satisfy the following boundary condi
tiOns at z = 0: 

(1) 

qJ~Z) I =~I' = 1. 
Z=l! dz z=o 

(ll.) 

With the aid of the function l/J( k, kll, r) and of the solu
tions cp~t and cp~), the sought solution l/Jf, satisfying 
the boundary cOIiClition (2), can be expressed in the 
form 

1jJ, (r) = E expli(kll + 2ng)rll}[~'cos "/i;.(z - d)+ v. sin "/i;.(z - d)l 

+QIjJ(7i,kll ,r), d-e";;;z,,;;;d+e, 

ECJ.(z)exP{i(kll + 2ng)r ll}, z;;;' d+ e. (12) 

• 

Here kg = kg - 2mVd/ti2, 'k2= k2 - 2mVd/ti2, ag, f3g, 
yg, Cg and n are constants to be determined. 

The quantity n is determined from the condition (7), 
while ag, Pg, yg, and Cg are determined from the con·· 
dition that the solution (12) be continuous together with 
its derivatives at z = d - ~ and z = d + €. Namely, 
taking the limit as r - rl) we obtain from (12) at 
fixed I 

1 ' 1 
1jJ,(r) = 1:, ~. + Q{ Ir _ r.l + i"/i; + 1:, -11-1 exp(iklll + i"/i;lll) }, . , 

from which we get, by comparing with (7), 

{ 
'1 -, 

Q = - 1:,~. 1:, Til exp(ik,,1 + (lilll) + {Ii + a-' } 
, 
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(the prime at the summation sign denotes that the term 
corresponding to 1 '" 0 has been left out of the sum). 

After substituting the last expression in (12) and 
subsequently joining the solutions (12) in the planes 
d - € and d + € with allowance for the expansion (10), 
we obtain the following system of equations for the 
unknown constants 

6,,0 A'fJ,(') (d) + a.'fJ~t) (d) = ~. + Q2nilIC.S, 
(13) 

6", A'fJ.(I) , (d) + a,'P.(t)'(d) = IC,y, + Q2n/S, 

2ni 2n, 
~,+QIC,S=CJ.(d), IC.yg-Qs=CJ. (d), 

from which we obtain after simple operations, using the 
condition W[cp~), cp~ll] '" 1, where w is the Wronskian, 

A { 4n'Pt (d)/,(d) } 
C'=--p> 6,,0- 8/,(0)(iIC+a- t +2) , (14) 

• 
, 1 411: 'P~I) (d)f. (d) i 

2=L,liTexP (iklll+ilClll)+sL,{ 1.(0) -27ig} 
I • 

fg( d) and fg( 0) are the functions fg( z) from (5) at 
z '" d and z '" O. 

Using (6), we now obtain for the quantum-mechanical 
emission current the final basic formula 

(15) 

where 
'I 411: 'P:') (d)fo(d) I'. 

R"" 1- 8/,(0) iIC+a- t +2 
(16) 

The quantity 2 in (15) and (16) is a functional of the 
one-dimensional potential V( z) (via cp (1) and fg) and 
of the geometrical characteristics of t~e adsorption 
structure (h, 12, d); at the same time, 2 does not 
depend explicitly on the individual properties of the 
adsorbed particles located at the lattice points. 

The presented formulas yield a general mathemati
cal solution of our problem and we shall use them in 
the succeeding sections to analyze the laws governing 
the photoelectronic and field emissions under adsorp
tion c'onditions. We shall stop first, however, to dis
cuss several general limiting cases that follow from 
(14)-(16). 

First, taking the limits as a - 0 (no interaction be
tween the particles and the electron) and S - 00 (no 
particles) we get R '" 1 and (15) goes over into the 
well-known expression for the quantum-mechanical 
emission current in the absence of adsorption (17]. In 
connection with the use in the cited papers[1,4,5] of one
dimensional models to describe the adsorption, let us 
examine furthermore how the limiting transition to the 
one-dimensional picture is made in formulas (14)-(16). 
A transition to a one-dimensional potential model is 
possible in the limit when the kinetic energy of the 
emitted electrons tends to zero. Under adsorption con
ditions, this limit corresponds to satisfaction of the 
rather stringent inequality 

12mE,8/ Ii'l ~ 1. (17) 

Only in this limit can the one-dimensional description 
of the influence of adsorption on field emission and 
photoemission be justified[1,4,5]. 

Taking (17) into account, we can approximately ex-

press the first sum in (14), in the limit as k - 0, in 
the form 

~'1 ('k I + '''III) _ 2ni Yo 0(") 
k.JliTexp/li In: ~8(IC'-kll')'I'-S'i.'+ 1>, 

I 

where yo is a dimensionless parameter that depends 
on the geometrical structure of the lattice2). Separating 
furthermore in the second sum of (14) the term with 
g '" 0, equal to 21Ti/S(i{2 - kfl)1/2, and introducing the 
notation 

we obtain in accordance with (15) 

IAI' I 4nb (I) I' ( 8) j=j[fol 1/0(0)1' /o(O)+S/o(d)'Po (d). 1 

When the condition (17) and the definition of kg are 
taken into account, the quantity b in (18) is real and 
independent of k or kll' 

It is easy to verify that the current j in the form 
(18) coincides formally with the current calculated 
when Va( r) is calculated by a one-dimensional poten
tial Va( z) in the form 

2m 411:b fI2 V.(z)= -S6(z - d) 

Such a potential (apart from the substitution 
1\ = 41Tb/S) was used, in particular, for the model one
dimensional description of the influence of adsorption 
on field emission and photoemission (1,4,5]. It is seen 
from (18), at the same time, that the quantity 1\, 
formally introduced in[1,4,5) as a certain adjustment 
parameter, actually depends not only on the individual 
properties of the adsorbed particles, but also on the 
geometry of the lattice. Since the region of applicabil
ity of the one-dimensional model is limited by the con
dition (17), which corresponds to rather small I Ef I, it 
turns out, the statements in[1,5] notwithstanding, to be 
unsuitable in most cases for the description of reso
nant tunneling under conditions of electron field emis
sion and for the description of the behavior of elec
trons at relatively high energies under photoemission 
conditions. 

4. INFLUENCE OF PERIODIC STRUCTURE ON 
PHOl'OEMISSION 

We use the obtained general relations to describe 
photoemission at low energies of the emitted electrons. 
We start with the simplest case, when the potential 
V( z) decreases so rapidly (for example, exponentially 
or faster), that we can put V(z) '" 0 in the calculation 
of cpgl,2)(Z) and fg(z) in the energy interval adjacent 
to the threshold. USing the corresponding boundary 
conditions, we obtain 

(I) 1 . (.) ( 
<p, =~smk,z, 'P. = cos k,z, I. z)=exp(ik,z). 

k. 

The sum over g in (14) can be expressed in this case 
in the form 

2)In particular, as shown by direct calculations, 'Yo = 3.9 for a 
quadratic lattice and 'Yo = 4.0 for a hexagonal one. 
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~ \"1 ( sin k,d e"l __ 1_) = _ ~ \"1 exp (2ik.d) 
S l...J k. 2k, S l...J k, 

• • 
= _ \"1 exp[iklll + ikll- 2dll 

l...J 11-2dl . 
(19) 

I 

A comparison of (19) with the sum contained in the 
solution describing the motion of an electron in the 
field of a two-dimensional lattice made up of point 
centers [19] (see also (9)) shows that the last term in 
(14) can be interpreted as the action of an "image" 
potential, as it were, on the emitted electron. The 
primary adsorption lattice is located at a distance d 
from the surface of the metal, and the image is located, 
as it were, at a distance -d in the interior of the 
metal. Substituting (19) in (16) and using the explicit 
form of the functions fg and rpk1,2), we obtain 

. = kon IAI'11- 4ne t ..,d sin(kod) I' (20) 
I m Sko(ik-a-'+;Z) ' 

where ko = (k2 - k~1 )1/2 is the z component of the wave 
vector of the emitted electron and 

, 1 1 
;Z = E fiTexp{ikwl+ iklll)-E 11- 2d l exp{ikul+ ikll- 2d l}· 

I I 

We note that when (17) is satisfied the function ;Z 

can be expanded in powers of iko and iklt' so that 

;Z =;Zo + ik.;Z". - k.';Z" ,- kll';Z2" +... (21) 

(there are no terms linear in the components kll' be
cause the function ;Z( kit) is even) Then 

i '11 4nd' 
;Z.= 2d + E (111- 11-2dl~' ;Z"'=-.s' 

I 

;Z" , = -8nd' 1 3S + iT (0) - g:- (2d) + 2diT' (2d), 

;Z,,2 = '1,[iT(O) -iT (2d) + 2d1'T' (2d) 1 - 2d'iT" (2d), 

iT (x) "" ~ \"1' _1_ e'-'.'x) 
S l...J Igl' . 

• 
At low values of the parameter d/S1/2, the last two 
expressions are respectively 

;Z,,' ~ -d(1 +'Y.dl 2S';' + ... ), ;Z" ,= -d(1 +'Yodl S'" + ... ) 
The obtained relations make it possible to establish 

an explicit dependence of the photoemission current on 
the characteristics of the absorption lattice, and also 
to analyze a problem of fundamental interest, that of 
describing an essentially three-dimensional structure 
by a one-dimensional effective potential. To this end 
we consider first the limiting case Va = O. If we 
normalize the solution fo(z), as was done at the be
ginning of the section, by the condition 

j, (z) = etko" 

then fo( 0) coincides with the known J ost function of 
scattering theory fo(O) = f(p)[23]. In the case of a suf
fiCiently rapid decrease of the one-dimensional poten
tial V(z) with increasing z, the function f(p) can be 
expanded in a series 

j=£+ ~p'+ ... , (22) 

where p = nko = (2mEf - P~I )1/2, and ~ and I; are con
stants independent of p. Further, with the aid of (22) 
and the expression (15) for j with R = 1, we can calcu
late the total photoemission current I, which is ob
tained, as already mentioned, by integrating j over the 

corresponding initial state characterized by the quan
tum numbers Ei and Pit. 

Assuming the metal temperature to be equal to zero, 
we have for I in the threshold energy interval, in the 
absence of adsorption [17], 

Po 

enp. S 1=- p[2m(hw - n(J).) - p']j(p)dp, 
2m 

o 
po = [2m(hffi - n(J)o) ]V,, 

(23) 

where po = p( Ei, Pit) is the density of states on the 
Fermi surface of the metal (Ei = EF, Pit = 0)3). Sub
stitution of (22) in (23) with allowance for the condition 
~ » I;p2, corresponding to the limit of small final 
energies, yields 

(24) 

Here I( 0) is the value of the photoemission current I 
in the absence of the potential V(z). (The dependence 
of 1(0) on the difference nw - nwo is determined, as 
follows from (23), by the "five-halves law,,[16,17]: 1(0) 

= (nw - nwo)5/2). 
In the presence of an adsorption lattice, the current 

j depends, in accord with (20), on all the components 
of the wave vector (or momentum), and not only on its 
z-component as in the one-dimensional case. At the 
same time, by integrating (20) over the initial state 
with allowance for (21), we obtain for the photoemis
sion current I, as before, in full analogy with (24), the 
expression 

where II and III are constants independent of nw 
- nwo. Here 

v = [1 - 4ndS-' / (a-' - ;Zo) 1', 

(25) 

and the coefficient III can also be expressed in terms 
of the coefficients of the expansion (21). At small 
values of the parameter d/S1/2 we have 

v, = • 17nmd'n-'S~' (20t-' + 8-r-'), -r == 2d 1 a - 1. 

A comparison of (24) with (25) shows that the non
one-dimensional picture produced upon adsorption can 
be described within the framework of assumptions 
made by using a one-dimensional effective potential 
Veff( z). This potential must be chosen such that the 
expansion coefficients ~ and I; of the quantity f cor
responding to it satisfy the conditions ~ = 11-1 and 
I; = 7111/6mIl2. Since the values of the Jost function do 
not define the corresponding potential uniquely, we can 
obviously indicate an entire family of one-dimensional 
effective potentials Veff, the action of which at low 
energies is equivalent to the action of the considered 
two-dimensional lattice. We emphasize that the quan
tity Veff( z) introduced in this manner is by far not 
equal to V(r), Le., to the true-three-dimensional 
potential averaged in the (x, y) plane. Moreover, the 
quantities Veff and V can even have opposite signs. 

Let us analyze furthermore certain characteristic 
features of the photoemission current, determined by 
the adsorbed particles. In the immediate vicinity of 
the threshold, the second term in (25) can be discarded 

3)It is assumed here that the Fermi surface contains the point PII = 
o and is sufficiently smooth in its vicinity. 
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FIG. I. Plot of the structure function L(x). I-Quadratic lattice, 2-
hexagonal lattice. 

and the quantity I turns out to be proportional to I( 0) • 

We denote by e the relative surface concentration of 
the adsorbed particles. e is connected with the area 
of the unit cell of the adsorption lattice by the relation 
s () = So, where So is the area per particle at the maxi
mum density of the monolayer. Defining furthermore 
the structure function L by the equality 

'1 1 
LF-E 1+ 2dZ, = 2d ~ {w-· 11- 2dl } 

I 

and putting () = So/41Td2, we obtain from (25) 

/=v/{O)={l- 2818, }'/I'), (26) 
2dla -1 + L (8/8,) 

A plot of the function L(x) is shown in Fig. 1. The 
limiting forms of L(x) are 

L( ) = {,YIZ';" x < 1, 
x 2x-y,(xln)"'+ 1 + o (x"'e-') , x~1. 

Here YO,1 are constants that depend on the geometry 
of the surface structure 4) • We note that the dependence 
of I on e is not linear. Physically this nonlinearity is 
connected with the wave properties of the emitted elec
tron, which, being smeared out, interacts simultane
ously with several particles, and is not connected with 
the mutual influence of the adsorbed particles on one 
another (which can lead, in principle, to a dependence 
of a on e). 

If the relative surface concentration of the adsorbed 
particles is such that (e / e 0)3/ 2 y 1h « 1, we obtain 
from (26)5) 

/=/(') [1-~(~)+~(~) '+ 4;, (.~.)'" + ... ] . 
't 8, 't 8, 't 8, . 

(27) 

A comparison of the measured I( e) dependence with 
(26) and (27) makes it pOSSible, in prinCiple, to deter
mine experimentally the parameters characterizing 
the surface structure. 

If each individual particle acts as a repulsion center, 
then[22] 0 :s a :5 ill. Since usually 2d > ill, we get 2d > a, 
and according to (27), I < I( 0), Le., an effective repul
sion takes place. On the other hand, if the individual 
adsorbed particles are attraction centers, different 

4)The numerical values of 'Yo were cited in footnote 2. The numeri
cal values of 'Yl are 0.82 and 0.93 for a quadratic and hexagonal lattice, 
respectively. 

5)Simple estimates show that this inequality holds at d = 1-2A and 
ITI = I, starting with values la "" 10-20A. 

cases are possible [22]. If this attraction is relatively 
weak, then a < 0 and, as seen from (27), at small rela
tive surface concentrations we have effective attraction, 
so that I> 1(0), In the region of large eloo, according to 
(26) we can have I < 1(0), i.e., the effective attraction 
gives way to an effective repulSion, in spite of the fact 
that each individual particle acts on the electron as an 
attraction center. If the attraction of one center is 
large enough, so that a bound electronic state can be 
produced on it, then 0 < a < 00, and e,ither 1< 1(0) or 
I> 1(0) is pOSSible, depending on the values of the 
parameters 2d/ a and 0/ () o. 

As follows from (26) and (27), the photoemission 
current can increase anomalously at definite values of 
the parameters, corresponding to vanishing of the con
stant ~. This effect is analogous in its physical nature 
to an increase in the cross section of the elastic scat
tering of slow particles by a potential well having a 
virtual level, the virtual bound states being realized in 
this case on an aggregate of centers producing the ad
sorption latticeS). 

5. RESONANT TUNNELING IN FIELD EMISSION 

To describe the laws governing electron field emis
sion it is necessary to substitute in (14)-(16) the cor
responding solutions of the one-dimensional equation 
with V(z) = -eFz. The solutions cp(1,2) and fg can be 
expressed in this case in terms of fhe Airy functions 
Ai and BL In fields that are not too strong, so that 
eFd/w « 1, it can be easily shown with the aid of the 
asymptotic formulas for the function Ai and Bi that 
cpg( d) and fg( d) can be calculated in the interval from 
o < z < d by using the solutions of the free equation 
V(z) = O. The sum over g in (14) can then be trans
formed in analogy with the procedure used in the pre
ceding section. As a result, in accordance with (15), 
we obtain for the field-emission current with allowance 
for the substitution k = iK 

j=j{O)ll+ M 1,''''R(Xk)l'(') 
x-H-iQ ,II, (28) 

where j( 0) is the known [8,17] expression for the field
emission current with allowance for the influence of 
adsorption: 

4n' " " sh[d(x' + k ll ')"'] 
M(x,kll)=sexp[-d(x +kll )'] (x'+kll ')''' ' (29) 

1 ' 1 1 
H(x, kll)= ---;z+ ~ TIlexP(iklll- xlll)-~ 11- 2dl exp(iklll-xi l-2dl) , 

I I 

The quantity Q depends essentially on the structure 
of the metal and cannot be obtained in general form. In 
the simplest model of a square well of depth Vo, we 
obtain 

2nn' ~ (2mV' ) 'I, 
Q= SV,m~ ~+x.' exp(-2xgd). (30) 

Here K2;o i + (kll + 21Tg)2. Formula (28) is analogous 
in its sfructure to the Breit-Wigner formula for the 
resonant-scattering cross section[2S 1. Accordingly, the 
field emiSSion current can have under certain condi-

6)These expressions are prevented from going fonnally to infinity 
when ~ = V-I = a by taking into account the next tenns of the expansion 
in the parameter of the threshold approximation. Physically, of course 
this means only a sharp increase of I (see, in particular, [5 I). 
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tions a maximum in the vicinity of the values of K and 
kll corresponding to the vanishing of the difference 
H - K. 

Before we proceed to a more detailed analysis of 
formula (28), we note the following. As already indi
cated in Sec. 2, to be able to neglect the contribution 
made to the current by the terms of the series (6) with 
q it! 0, it is necessary to satisfy a condition that, when 
account is taken of the relation I Ef I ~ w, can be ex
pressed in the form 

n'n' (21Efl )'" -- -- >1. 
eFI,' m 

(31) 

Furthermore, the inequality 1T2fi2/eFml~» 1 holds for 
all the field intensities F and that la that are realized 
in experiments. From a comparison of this inequality 
with (31) it follows that even where (31) is satisfied 
there are two limiting cases: 

1,(2mIEtll''' ~ n, and 1,(2mIEf j)% > n. 

Satisfaction of the first inequality is equivalent to 
satisfaction (17), and is possible under field-emission 
conditions only when the surface is very densely cov
ered. In addition, since obviously d2 < S, the inequality 
(dK)2 < 1 holds simultaneously with (17), so that the 
possible strong dependence of R on K does not occur 
in the indicated limit. 

Let us turn to the case laC 2m I Ef I )1/2 > fi. Bearing 
in mind that we can simultaneously put here Kd ~ 1, we 
confine ourselves in the expression for H only to one 
term in the second sum and to several terms corre
sponding to the nearest neighbors in the first sum. In 
the Simplest case of a quadratic lattice, when I la I 
= I 11 I = la and III x 121 = li = S, we obtain from (29) 

1 e-xil 2 
lJ(x, kll) = - - - - -exp(- 2xl,) [cos (klllt) + cos (kill,) ], (32) 

a 2d la 

M = 2n / (x' + k,,')!!. 

As follows from (32), the function R has a maximum 
when K and kll are in the vicinity of values correspond
ing to the satisfaction of the equation H = K. Physically, 
this maximum corresponds to resonant tunneling 
through a bound state on a lattice of adsorbed particles. 
As la ~ .xl and d ~ 00, the condition H = K corre
sponds to K = a-\ i.e., the resonant energy is equal to 
the energy of the bound state on one adsorbed center. 
The second term in the right-hand side of (32) de
scribes the shift of the energy of the bound state on the 
potential of one particle, due to the presence of metal 
at a distance d from its surface 7). Finally, the third 
term is due to the influence of the periodic surface 
structure and takes into account the interaction of the 
particles with one another. Owing to the dependence of 
this term on kll, the resonant values K = K. also turn 
out to depend on kll. Physically this reflects the exist
ence of an entire band of bound states in the considered 
system, as also on an isolated lattice(19]. 

As follows from (32), within the framework of the 
one-dimensional picture[l] only certain qualitative fea-

7)It follows from (32) that when a particle capable of fonning a 
bound state with an electron approaches a metal surface from the out
side, the absolute value of the energy of the bound state decreases. This 
agrees with the results of model calculations of the behavior of an atom 
near a metal surface [24]. 

tures of the phenomenon are correctly reflected: since 
it is possible to form quasistationary surface states, 
the tunneling probability for definite groups of elec
trons is not small. At the same time, the relations ob
tained with the aid of the one-dimensional analysis have 
at least three essential differences. First, the resonant 
values are those of the total energy of the emitted elec
trons, and not of Ez = Ef - pfl/2m as in the one-dimen
sional model. Second, in the general case there exists 
not one value of the resonant total energy, but a certain 
band. Finally, the position and form of the resonance 
depend, generally speaking, on the geometrical charac
teristics of the surface structure. 

In the limiting case S » a2 corresponding to indi
vidual isolated atoms, Eq. (27) with allowance for (31) 
can be recast in a form similar to the main formula 
ofP ,6]. Namely, near the resonance, assuming I k - a-II 
« a-I and putting E. = _fi2/2ma2, we obtain 

R= 11+ 2nn'/mS I' (33) 
Ef-E.+ir 

In the simplest model of a metal (square "box" of 
depth Vo > 0), putting 21Td/ la « 1 and replacing ap
proximately the summation by integration in (30), we 
obtain 

IE.ln .. 
r= d(2mVo)'" exp(-2ax.). 

The energy distribution P of the emitted electrons 
is obtained by integrating j over all the permissible 
values of P. Since R does not depend on kll' the con
nection between the values of P in the presence and in 
the absence of adsorption is also described by (33). 
Figure 2 shows the result of the reduction, with the aid 
of (33), of the experimental data(2] on the energy dis
tribution of electrons, obtained under conditions of 
field-emission from a pure tungsten surface and from 
the same surface but covered with individual zirconium 
atoms. The value of r was calculated by starting from 
the formula presented above, under the assumption 
that d = 0.87 A (the approximate ionic radius of Zr) 
and Vo = 12 eV (r depends little on Vo and there is no 
need to make the model value of Vo more precise). 
The values of S were chosen apprOximately by starting 
from the data of[3], according to which one Zr atom is 
located on an area occupied by 20-30 Watoms (corre
sponding to S = 100-120 A 2), and also from allowance 

R. reI. un. R. rel. un. 

Jr 1.5 

I t.J 
q 

/.-

J 1.3 

5,S 5,U J.J 5.U -Ef • eV 

FIG. 2. Comparison of the dependence of R on -Ef, given by for
mula (33) (curves), with experiment [3] (points). The solid and dashed 
curves correspond to S = 100)\2 (left-hand scale) and S = 30)\2 (right
hand scale). 
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for the possibility that the emission comes from only 
part of the surface. As seen from Fig. 2, there is good 
agreement between theory and experiment. 

We note in conclusion that if the energy level corre
sponding to the quasistationary state of the system is 
outside the energy interval of the emitted electrons, 
we can obtain from (28) 

(34) 

where 
1 x - a-I 

x(x, kll) = (x' + k ll ') 'I, (x _ a-I)' + Q' 

Taking S "" 8-1 into account, we see that the correc
tion term in (34) tends to zero in proportion to 8. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The general scheme of the performed calculations 
can be summarized in the following manner: The wave 
function of the emitted electrons outside the metal is 
expanded in a two-dimensional Fourier series. In the 
low-energy limit, the main contribution to the emission 
current is made by the zeroth harmonic of the Fourier 
expansion. This harmonic can subsequently be ob
tained by solving a system of linear equations that take 
into account the inhomogeneity of the micropotential 
near the surface, and in the limit of infinitesimally 
small electron energy it is possible to construct for 
this harmonic an equation with an effective one-dimen
sional potential. The usual threshold reasoning is used 
to match the corresponding solutions on the boundary 
with the source. The most Significant influence of the 
microscopic inhomogeneity of the metal surface is 
caused at low energies by the lattice with the largest 
period if, of course, the interaction of the emitted 
electrons with the corresponding centers is large 
enough. An influence of this kind is exerted by parti
cles adsorbed on the surface. The influence of the 
adsorbed particles was calculated using the model of 
small-radius potentials. Such an approach not only 
explains the qualitati ve effects, but makes it possible 
also to express the observed influence of the adsorp
tion on the photoemission and field emission in terms 
of independent characteristics of the adsorbed parti
cles. The approach developed in the paper can be 
generalized also to include other cases, particularly 
thermionic emission. We take particular note in this 
connection of the possibility, mentioned at the end of 
Sec. 4, that the photoemission current can increase 
sharply as a result of adsorption in comparison with 
the current from a pure surface. Under thermionic 
emission conditions this effect can lead to an appreci
able change in the energy distribution of the emitted 
thermoelectrons, and also to a change in the tempera
ture dependence in the pre-exponential factor. 

It is possible to take into account in similar fashion 
the microscopic inhomogeneity of the metal surface 
itself. This inhomogeneity becomes essential at higher 
energies of the emitted electrons (on the order of 
several times 10 eV). It has been shown in a number of 
papers, especially in connection with investigations of 
electron reflection from metal surfaces [25], that the 
metal itself can be described quite effectively by tak
ing into account the discrete nature of the structure of 

only the monatomic layer closest to the surface, by 
regarding the "internal" region of the metal as a con
tinuous "substrate." Within the framework of such an 
approach, it is natural to use methods similar to those 
developed in the present paper. In particular, we can 
estimate with the aid of the results of Sec. 4 that part 
of the difference in the photoemission properties of 
different faces of a single crystal which is due to the 
difference between the geometry of the surface plane 
lattice on the faces. The influence exerted on the 
emission by the adsorption lattice can also be directly 
generalized in the case when the potential V(z) has a 
more complicated form. 

It was assumed in this paper that the adsorbed parti
cles form a regular two-dimensional lattice on the 
surface of the metal. At the same time, at relatively 
low energies, an important role is played only by the 
first Fourier harmonic of the sought solution, and the 
role of the lattice geometry is determined the main 
only by the area of the corresponding unit cell, and not 
by its shape. We can conclude from the foregOing that 
the results at sufficiently low energies, do not change 
significantly when S is replaced by its mean value S, 
even if the surface structure cannot be regarded as 
strictly ordered. 
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